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Product Name:

ACTU8 End-Grip Forceps

Vortex Surgical is delighted to add to the ever growing ACTU8 Disposable Forceps line with the 23ga and 25ga End-Grip Forceps.
This is the fifth tip design in the ACTU8 portfolio and has the potential to be the most popular!
Vortex has worked on the End-Grip design for close to two years with multiple KOL’s
trying to perfect the design to give retinal surgeons added benefits while utilizing the
device. The key to the End-Grip design is surgeon visualization. While all of the ACTU8 tip
configurations were designed with visualization in mind, the End-Grip design maximizes it
for the surgeon. With the fine, slightly radiused “point” on the forceps, the surgeon is
able to better visualize their target tissue compared to other forcep designs.
The End-Grip Forceps was also designed with precise alignment criteria giving the surgeon reliable tip closing time after time. The
tip grasping force was also optimized for tissue grip without the fear of shredding membranes. The proprietary texturized finish on
all ACTU8 forceps provides maximum grasping force.
An additional benefit we found with the End-Grip Forceps in our extensive clinical testing was membrane dissection. The End-Grip
design allowed for easier dissection of membranes when placed in the appropriate location on the membrane in the closed
position. When opened, the fine point tips provide dissection with most membranes.
As with all of our ACTU8 forceps, the handle is a highly responsive, low profile
design. The 8 individual levers provide 3600 of ACTUation. The removable
back cap on each forceps also gives the surgeon greater access in myopic
eyes. Each ACTU8 Forceps has a glare-free shaft and provides the surgeon the
control and consistent performance that they demand on each and every
case.
Key Product Benefits:

•
•
•
•

Enhanced visualization of target tissue
Maximized grasping force without the fear of membrane shredding
Precise tip alignment
Easier dissection of membranes

Product Catalog Number:

For More Information:

VS0743.23 - 23ga ACTU8 End-Grip Forceps
VS0743.25 - 25ga ACTU8 End-Grip Forceps
Sterile, Disposable, 5/box

“This is the best forceps I have
ever used. Please stock these
immediately!”
- Spanish Retina Surgeon after 2 uses
20-Year Alcon Revolution User
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